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a b s t r a c t

In this study we investigate the effect of deep cryogenic treatment (DCT) on a high-alloyed

ferrous alloy (HAFA) to understand the resulting chemical and physical changes to the

HAFA's microstructure and properties. Using multiple materials analysis techniques, we

uncover the fundamental chemical changes to the HAFA with DCT, and link changes in

material properties to changes in the microstructure. The increased carbide nucleation

with DCT is linked to greater solute mobility resulting from the modified stress state of the

material and modified chemical bonding of the solutes with the matrix. In turn this pro-

vides the possibility of prior formation of nucleation points for primordial carbide forma-

tion that act as accelerators for both nucleation and evolution of carbides. These result in

modified chemical and microstructural homogeneity of the material that fundamentally

led to changes in the surface properties and applicability of HAFA in advanced wear,

corrosion and fatigue resistance demanding conditions.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Deep cryogenic treatment (DCT) has recently emerged as a

cost-effective, green technology that affects both surface and

bulk of a material or component [1]. DCT improves dimen-

sional stability and mechanical properties of metallic mate-

rials by inducing changes in crystal structure [2], altering the

residual stresses of the material [3,4], inducing the redistri-

bution of atoms within the material [5] and creating at denser

atomic structure [6]. In addition, DCT was observed also to

increase Schottky barrier height (reduces material reverse

leakage current) [7] and reduce free energy of crystals struc-

ture [8,9]. Subsequently, it can alter also magnetic properties

[10], decrease hydrogen solubility [11] as well as altering

binding energy of solute atoms in alloys [12]. It has been re-

ported that DCT positively affects metallic materials’ thermal

conductivity [13,14], wear resistance [15e19], corrosion resis-

tance [1,20,21] and oxidative resistance [1,12] and reduces

friction [22,23], leading to prolonged lifetime of components

[24,25]. These properties are particularly important for medi-

cal, energy sector, electronics and aerospace industry that

utilize and expose materials in highly dynamic and

demanding environments. In relation to this, DCT changes

also bulk properties, which has been broadly reported to

improve mechanical properties as well as fatigue resistance

[26e28].

The reported changes to material properties following DCT

are associated with increased precipitation [29e31], a more

homogenousmicrostructure [32,33] and changes to thematrix

phase [15,34]. All these nanoscale and microscale changes

impact the performance of material/component through

changing their individual properties. The commonly accepted

theories about DCT state that changes induced by internal

stresses [35], the transformation of retained austenite into

martensite [29e31], and the increased driving force for carbide

nucleation through lattice changes and accompanying dislo-

cations, all lead to segregation of carbon and alloying ele-

ments and move them to close-by vacancies, which then act

as the nucleation sites for newly formed carbides [25,36].

However, despite extensive research, there are many un-

solved questions regarding the mechanisms behind DCT,

particularly around surface chemistry and surface changes

that are considered the main reasons for improved wear and

corrosion resistance with DCT. As such, it is important to

understand the underlying reasons for such changes in order

to fully utilize DCT for advanced tailoring of surface-bound

properties required for further improvement of materials.

Additionally, the variations between differently alloyed and

manufactured metallic materials have also not been charac-

terized in depth and this has only started to be properly

investigated within the last few years [25,34,37]. This has led

to some contradictory results reported in the literature, and

varying opinions on the effectiveness of DCT and its applica-

bility for various metallic materials [24,25,36,38]. This has

resulted in a poor utilization of DCT in industry as well as to a

negligible effort in understanding the underlyingmechanisms

and effects of DCT on metallic materials and their properties.

Despite these setbacks, DCT has emerged within the last

decade as a potential treatment that can be applied not only in
specialized nanoscience and materials science applications,

but also on a larger industrial scale such as in the tool and

steel industry, automotive and music industry and

many other industries [36]. The rise of DCT is also seeing the

technique applied to other material platforms. This includes

high-alloyed ferrous alloys [39], which use a variety of alloying

elements in order to tailor microstructural properties (matrix,

carbides) [40]. These alloys are commonly used in applications

in high demanding environment at acceptable costs

compared to other ferrous alloys. Themain challenge of these

alloys is their simultaneous improvement of wear, fatigue and

corrosive properties, while also sustaining sufficiently high

mechanical properties that are manipulated mostly with the

formation of different carbide types through their

morphology, chemistry and distribution [41]. As a result, to

further optimize and manipulate these carbides and their

precipitation, advanced heat treatment technologies such as

DCTmust be developed to overcome the reciprocal properties

changes of such alloys obtained with conventional

techniques.

In the present work, we investigated the effect of DCT on

the surface and corresponding bulk properties of a high-

alloyed ferrous alloy (HAFA), EN HS6-5-2 (also known as AISI

M35-high content of alloying elements) to answer existing

questions about DCT and its effect on the treated material.

Namely, the in-depth understanding of how DCT influences

the bulk and surface properties of HAFA and how these relate

to each other, with respect to the fundamentalmechanisms of

microstructural and chemical changes. Furthermore, the

fundamental correlation between these two material aspects

and their changes with DCT have to be resolved. With all of

these insights, proper understanding of the DCT-induced

phenomena can be provided, which essentially act as tools

for advanced properties development of ferrous alloys that

can be used in the most challenging environments, whilst

delivering the necessary mechanical properties. For probing

and understanding these aspects and relations several

analytical techniques were used to study the bulk and surface

microstructure and chemistry, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This

ensemble of bulk and surface-sensitive techniques permitted

novel correlativemicroscopy andmicroanalysis into the effect

of DCT and its related phenomena. Furthermore, this unique

correlative analysis provides an overall view of the DCT effect

on HAFA ranging several length scales that also provide

insight into the key probing capabilities of the methods for

individual changes caused by DCT. With our research we thus

provide a unique and in-depth view into the surface and bulk

bound changes of HAFA with DCT and provide key aspects

and reasons for DCT-induced changes and open a pathway

towards novel tailoring and design of HAFA for advanced ap-

plications in challenging environments.
2. Methods

2.1. Material and heat treatment

Selected ferrous alloy was the wrought high-alloy ferrous

alloy (HAFA) ENHS6-5-2 (also known as AISI M35), delivered in

soft state by producer SIJ Metal Ravne, Ravne na Koro�skem,

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.11.075
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Fig. 1 e The representation of techniques used for correlative analysis from microstructure to surface and bulk analysis of

samples.
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Slovenia. The chemical composition of HAFA is inwt.%, 0.90 C,

5.20W, 4.10 Cr, 5.20 Mo, 2.01 V, 4.50 Co, 0.004 S, 0.34 Mn and Fe

as base. All HAFA samples were firstly austenitized at 1230 �C
for 2 min in horizontal vacuum furnace IPSEN VTTC-324R

(Ipsen, Kleve, Germany), followed by high-pressure gas

quenching using N2 at the pressure of 5 bars, where average

quenching rate was about 7e8 �C s�1. After quenching, HAFA

samples were divided to two groups: control (conventionally

heat-treated (CHT)) and test group (DCT). Selected heat

treatment parameters were chosen based on our previous

research of HAFA [1,12,32].

2.2. Microscopy and phase analysis and residual stress

Microstructural analysis of HAFA was obtained by using

scanning electron microscope (SEM) Zeiss Crossbeam 550 FIB-

SEM Gemini II (Oberkochen, Germany) at Max-Planck Institute

for Iron Research, Düsseldorf, Germany and Institute ofMetals

and Technology, Ljubljana, Slovenia. Phase analysis of HAFA
is based/provided by our previous study [32]. Residual stress

analysis was conducted also at Max-Planck Institute for Iron

Research at XRDRikaku Smartlab 6 KW (Tokyo, Japan), at 45 kv

and 200mAwith scan range 0e45e90� with sample to detector

distance 149.359 mm. The quantitative analysis of residual

stress was performed with software Bruker Topas V5.0 (Bill-

erica, MA, USA). Statistical evaluation of particles was con-

ducted by SPSS, PASWStatistics18, SPSS Inc., (Chicago, IL,

USA) and Origin version 2021, OriginLab Corporation (North-

ampton, MA, USA).

2.3. Scanning photoelectron microscopy

The scanning photoelectron microscopy (SPEM) was per-

formed at the ESCA Microscopy beamline at the Elettra syn-

chrotron radiation center by using the available special setup

for cryogenic treatment (�140 �C) of samples; the base pres-

sure of the microscope chamber was 3 � 10�10 mbar, photo

energy of 750 eV and a photon energy of 750 eV was selected

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.11.075
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for the measurements. Samples were initially pre-quenched

at Institute of Metals and Technology, and were then in-situ

analyzed during the DCT (24 h) and tempering (1 � 550 �C/2
for both samples) for both setups (CHT/DCT). Before the ex-

periments, samples were ionically etched with Ar ions to

remove unwanted oxide layer and surface contaminants. The

cleanliness of each sample was thoroughly checked and no

contaminantswere spotted. The surface chemistry of samples

wasmappedwith high spatial resolution and spectral surveys.

The chemical surface maps of selected elements (C (C1s), Cr

(Cr2p), Fe (Fe3p), Mo (Mo3d), V (V2p) and W (W4f)) were

recorded. For a correct interpretation of the maps a subtrac-

tion of the topography signal was also done using well

established procedures [42], so that the photoemission in-

tensity maps represented the proper chemical contrast. The

analysis of data was conducted by IgorPro8, WaveMetrics

(Portland, OR, USA) and Origin, version 2021, OriginLab Cor-

poration (Northampton, MA, USA).

2.4. Atom probe tomography

Specimens were prepared for atom probe tomography (APT)

by electropolishing matchstick sections, first using 25%

perchloric acid in glacial acetic acidwithz15 VDC, then using

2% perchloric acid in 2-butoxyethanol at 5e10 V DC [43]. Atom

probe tomography (APT) was performed using a Cameca

LEAP4000XSi at School of Aerospace, Mechanical and Mecha-

tronic Engineering, The University of Sydney. Specimens were

analyzed at 50 K and evaporated in laser-pulsed mode with

150 pJ laser pulse energy and 200 kHz repetition rate. The

standing voltagewas controlled to result in a 2% detection rate

with 57% detector efficiency. Data reconstruction was per-

formed using AP Suite 6.2 [44]. As no crystallographic poles

were observed on the detector and the data collection ended

without tip fracture, the radius evolution was calculated from

the standing voltage, and the image compression factor and

field factor were estimated using post-mortem SEM images

[43]. Analysis of the reconstruction was performed using the

IVAS module of AP Suite 6.2. Cluster analysis of carbides was

performed using the routines included within AP Suite, and

considered clusters of C, C3 and C4 ions. The maximum sep-

aration dmax was chosen from the distance corresponding to

the maximum difference between the observed nearest-

neighbor distribution and that calculated by randomly

assigning ionic identities. The minimum cluster size was set

to eliminate the probability of a randomcluster being included

in the analysis. The erosion and envelope parameters were

both set to ½dmax.

2.5. Magneto-optical Kerr effect

For themagneto-optical (MOKE) investigation of the samples a

modified upright high-resolution bright-field microscope

Zeiss Axio Vario 2 with polarization optics, a blue LED light

source with wavelength of 460 nm and an objective lens with

the magnification of 100� and numerical aperture of 0.6 is

utilized. The microscope setup includes a one-axis electro-

magnet with laminated FeSi yokes achieving homogeneous in

plane fields of up to 150mT for the specific sample dimensions

and setup configuration. The MO sensitivity is set by
positioning the light source in the back focal plane to an off-

centre position to achieve longitudinal MO sensitivity [45].

To enhance the MO contrast differential imaging is used [46].

Further, to reduce the effects of sample shifts due to the

applied external magnetic field, the images are acquired by

switching from positive to negative fields as shown in

Jovi�cevi�c-Klug et al. 2021 [10].

2.6. Vibrating sample magnetometer

To determine the effects of the various temperature treat-

ments onmagnetic behavior, the above cylindrical solids were

measured using a Lake Shore Cryotronics Type 7404 vibrating

sample magnetometer (VSM). To determine the bulk magne-

tization, the VSM was calibrated with a Lake Shore nickel

standard, model 730908, which has a magnetic moment of

6.92 mA/m2 at room temperature and an applied magnetic

field of 500mT. The specimens, which were 5 mm in diameter

and 2.5 mm high, were mounted with their tops on the spec-

imen holder and the measurement of the specimens was

made along the lateral surface of the cylinder. To achieve

complete magnetic saturation of the samples, measurements

were made in a field range from �1.7 T to 1.7 T with different

increments between 60 mT and 8 mT.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Materials description: microstructure and residual
stress analysis

The correlative microstructural analysis with SEM, (S)TEM,

EBSD and APT showed distinctive differences between

conventionally heat-treated (CHT) and DCT HAFA samples.

Based on our previous study [32] the selected HAFA consists of

retained austenite (less than 1 vol%), martensite and the car-

bides M6C, M2C and MC, regardless of heat treatment.

Furthermore, SEM and EBSD analysis show that martensitic

matrix in DCT sample is finer compared to CHT and that the

martensitic laths are more oval and mostly aligned along [1

0 1] and [0 0 1], which is consistent with observations from a

previous study [32]. On sub-microscopic level, detailed anal-

ysis of the precipitated carbides with SEM shows that the DCT

sample has on average about 30% more sub-micrometer

precipitated carbides compared to CHT, and a more homog-

enous distribution of them. Some of these carbides in the CHT

sample were very large (up to 1 mm) with an additional group

of carbides in the range of 100 nm or less. However, for the

DCT sample, only the )100 nm carbides were found. Detailed

carbide analysis (EDX and EBSD) (Fig. 2a and b) showed that

M6C type of carbide correspond to Fe3(Mo, W)3C and the MC

type to VC. XRD analysis before tempering in our last study

[32] also showed the presence of M2C carbide type corre-

sponding to (Fe, Mo, W, V)2C (see SM1), which plays an

important role in M23C6 carbides evolution.

Further analysis with TEM (Fig. 3a and b) and APT (Fig. 4)

confirmed, regardless of heat treatment, also additional type

of nanoscale carbides M23C6. The nanoscopic carbides M23C6

varied largely, some being larger than 20 nm while others

were as small asz4 nm. The interesting observation was that

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.11.075
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Fig. 2 e Results of EBSD analysis for a) CHT and b) DCT sample. Half of the image presents the grayscale secondary electron

imaging contrast, whereas the other half represents the color-coded EBSD results (red-martensite, yellow-MC carbide,

green-M6C and M23C6 carbides). The surrounding monochromatic images represent individual elemental maps (marked in

upper-left corner) acquired with EDX. For the Mnmap, the white arrows indicate the positions of the M6C carbides that show

a slight enrichment in Mn.
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smaller M23C6 carbides were positioned around bigger ones,

which suggests there is an agglomeration process of smaller

carbide to bigger M23C6. In addition, for both CHT and DCT

samples twining of martensite was observed (Fig. 3c).

In order to observe direct changes in microstructure in

correlation to DCT, residual stress measurements were per-

formed (Fig. 3d). Our results showed 78e85% less residual

stress (depending on direction) in the DCT sample than the

CHT sample. The DCT promotes the build-up of compressive

stresses and release of tensile stresses compared to CHT. This

can be directly linked to the increased transformation of

retained austenite to martensite during DCT [4]. It should be

noted that substantial relief of compressive residual stress

can occur during tempering, as the samples weremeasured at

final state after tempering. This stress relief results from the

precipitation of finer carbides (M23C6) [47], and thus the
Fig. 3 e a, b) TEM analysis of M23C6 carbides, where a) correspon

form clusters. c) shows twinning of martensitic laths in DCT sa

where S1 is in direction of 0�, S2 45� in and S3 90�, where S1 is
changes in dimensional stability of martensite are enhanced

by DCT [4]. As explained by Senthilkumar et al., 2011 [4], DCT

at very low temperatures (�196 �C) promotes the development

of compressive internal stresses, which cause crystal defects

and thus changes the dimensional stability of martensite.

This phenomenon then drives carbon and alloying elements

(Cr, Mo, Fe, W etc.) to segregate at nearby defects, where first

nuclei of carbides and then clusters of smaller carbides occur.

This is consistent with the improved carbide evolution that

was determined by APT and by spatially resolved SPEM mea-

surements provided in the continuation of this article.

Though the analysis volumes are small (z1.9 � 106 nm3),

APT analysis suggests the CHT sample has a larger population

of M23C6 carbides. The likely reason of this is the higher

number of largerz100 nmM23C6 carbides in DCT than in CHT,

resulting in consumption of the nano-sized ones in their
ds to bigger M23C6 and b) to smaller M23C6 carbides, which

mple. d) Residual stress analysis of CHT and DCT sample,

in direction of 0�, S2 45� in and S3 90�.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.11.075
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Fig. 4 e Carbide size and composition determined using cluster analysis of the atom probe tomography datasets. Note the

scale bar is approximate as these datasets were not spatially calibrated [50]. (a, b) Reconstructed cluster positions for the

CHT and DCT dataset showing selected ions. Large M23C6 and M7C3 clusters are labelled. (cek) Histograms and scatter plots

showing (c, g) C at.%, (d,h) Cr at.%, (e, i) Mo at.% and (f, j) Mn at.% with (gej) the number of ranged ions in the cluster. (k)

Shows a histogram of the number of ranged ions in each cluster. The circle size in (gej) is also proportional to the number of

ranged ions in the cluster. Dashed vertical lines in (g) indicate the C content of important carbides; from left-to-right these

are M6C, M23C6, M3C, M7C3 and M2C.
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vicinity. Additionally, due to the more homogeneous micro-

structure after DCT than CHT, the localized inhomogeneities

with CHT lead to a stronger variation in carbide nucleation

and growth that can also contribute to a higher size diver-

gence of precipitated carbides. This variation between sam-

ples is also supported by SEM and TEM observations. Selected-

area electron diffraction in the TEM (Fig. 3a and b) reveals the

M23C6 are FCC [32], and EDS (see Fig. 2 and SM2) as well as APT

(Fig. 4) suggest their composition is Fe-based with enrichment

of Cr, Co and Mn. Both TEM EDS and APT also indicate that in

CHT M23C6 is Cr-enriched compared to DCT and that Mn can

be also incorporated into the M23C6. This suggests that in

addition to previously confirmed M23C6 type (Fe21Co1Cr1C6)

[32] also more complex types in both CHT and DCT samples

are present, such as Fe21.5(Cr,Mn)1.5C6 for CHT and DCT, and

perhaps the exclusive presence of Fe21Cr2C6 for CHT (see also

SM2). The formation of the specific types of carbides can

consequently influence the final properties of the HAFA, such

as corrosion,mechanical properties andmagnetism [10,39,40].

In addition to M23C6, APT also confirmed the presence of

carbides types M7C3 (higher alloying with Cr) and M3C (higher

alloying with Mo) for both CHT and DCT samples. M7C3 type of

carbide is a type of HCP carbide [48] and its general chemistry

corresponds to (Cr,Mo)7C3. M3C is an orthorhombic type of

carbidewith chemical composition of (Mo,Cr,V,W)3C, this type

of carbide is known to be present in low Si HAFA [48]. These

carbides are residual pieces of prior M3C andM2C carbides and

are important in understanding how DCT modifies the

microstructure. M3C and M2C carbides indicate that reactions

of carbide evolution in both DCT and CHT are in-situ trans-

formation of later types of carbides (M3C/M2C/M7C3/M23-

C6/M6C). This transformation also indicates in which crystal

orientation direction the growth of carbide will occur [49].

Moreover, APT analysis indicates that also complex M7C3

carbides are present, which correspond to (Cr,Mo Mn)7C3, at
which after DCT they appear slightly enriched with Mn

compared to those after CHT. This is, similar to what was

observed in our previous study for different type of HAFA [50].

As such, this mechanism of alloying segregation during DCT

influences the local magnetic properties of the material,

which can have a general effect on the overall bulk magnetic

properties of the material, as discussed below.

3.2. Chemical binding state changes with DCT

To understand the evolution and behavior of surface chem-

istry with DCT in comparison to CHT, we performed ex- and

in-situ SPEM. From the SPEM chemical maps (Fig. 5) the po-

sitions of the major MC and M6C carbides is revealed through

their different V andWcontents, respectively. The SPEMmaps

also unveil the strong changes that are caused by the

tempering procedure for both samples (compare c) to d), e) to

f) etc. in Fig. 5). The biggest change to the matrix relates to Cr

and Mo (both red color-coded), which in both cases display a

spatially uneven signal that is a result of the precipitation of

M23C6 carbides. The Cr signal corresponds to the carbides,

whereas the Mo primarily displays the resulting tempered

matrix that is separated from the larger carbides and precip-

itated sub-micrometer carbides. In this sense, the Fe signal is

not reliable in determining the carbides, since the M23C6 car-

bides form with a fraction of Fe within them, making the

separation from matrix and carbide considerably weaker.

From the SPEM chemical maps the M23C6 carbides for the CHT

variant are larger and more alloyed, whereas for the DCT

samples they are considerably smaller and barely detectable

due to their size ranging with the spatial resolution of the

system. Nevertheless, in an overview manner the segmenta-

tion of the microstructure is visible for both samples.

To extract more information about the Cr-rich M23C6 car-

bides, the Cr SPEM maps are reconstructed with focus on the

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.11.075
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Fig. 5 e SPEM micrographs measured for a) CHT and b) DCT samples. The images c), e), g) and i) are obtained for samples

after quenching and the images d), f), h) and j) were obtained for samples after tempering. The observational region for both

samples is the same as the one investigated with SEM (Fig. 2a and b) The numbered positions correspond to selected

positions traced with single-point XPS, the data of which is presented in Fig. 6 and SM3-5. cej) color-coded composite SPEM

images constructed from individual elemental SPEM maps, designated in the respective color wheels. The color wheels

represent the base color mixture corresponding to individual ratio of the probed selected elemental signals with SPEM. The

red dashed box in a) and b) represent the position of color-coded SPEM maps.
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binding energy range of metallic Cr (572e574 eV). This is done

since the additional Cr-oxide signal related to localized

oxidation of the surface can additionally contribute to the

SPEM map without any connection to the carbides [50]. These

maps (see SM3) indicate clearly a strong difference in the

M23C6 carbide size between CHT and DCT, correlating well

with the SEM results (Fig. 2). Additionally, the spatial distri-

bution of the carbides is different. For CHT the carbides are

mostly situated around larger carbides with a few smaller

ones found within the matrix. In the DCT sample the carbides

are more evenly distributed within the matrix, without dis-

playing preference to the grain boundaries. The maps also
interestingly display that the area coverage with M23C6 car-

bides is larger for the CHT sample compared to the DCT

sample. However, this can be a misleading conclusion due to

the smaller size of DCT carbides under the detection limit as

well as due to the low signal to noise ratio that can result in a

lower detection of the actual carbide fraction. For this reason,

other techniques are required to assess such quantities in a

more reliable manner, when the carbides size is below 100 nm

size.

The single-point analysis spectra in Fig. 6 present the

chemical changes of the matrix for both CHT and DCT sam-

ples. The spectra in Fig. 6a indicate that for both CHT and DCT

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2022.11.075
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Fig. 6 e XPS spectra measured on the matrix position (position 3 in Fig. 5a and b) for CHT and for DCT samples. The colored

curves present the XPS spectra acquired at different sample states during their processing. For direct comparison between

CHT and DCT samples, the XPS spectra are grouped per individual binding energy ranges to cover individual elemental
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samples an increase in alloying with Cr with respect to the Fe

occurs with tempering. Additionally, the spectra also reveal a

shift in the W4f peaks by about 0.5 eV and 0.3 eV for CHT and

DCT samples, respectively. A slight shift of 0.1 eV is also

registered for the Mo peaks for the CHT sample after

tempering, while for DCT sample the shift is not present

(Fig. 6b). These shifts indicate a modified bonding of these

alloying elements with Fe that is postulated to result from the

precipitation of M23C6 carbides. This is also seen in the XPS

spectra of the MC and M6C carbides (SM4 and SM5), at which

the MC carbides display no specificMo andW shifts due to the

low presence of Fe in such carbides. Interestingly, the DCT

sample only shows a shift in the Mo peak during the cooling

part of the DCT for the matrix, whereas after tempering the

Mo peak is re-shifted to the same position as for the quenched

state. This is consistentwith our previous XPS observations on

a differently alloyed high-alloyed ferrous alloy [50]. This con-

firms that the same effect of DCT on formation of Mo-rich

primordial carbides, that act as nuclei for the M7C3 and

M23C6 carbides, is present also for this ferrous alloy. In com-

bination with the previous observations as well as the regis-

tration of the carbide form of C1s carbon (around 283 eV) in

Fig. 6c, it is confirmed that the DCT sample exhibits homo-

geneous nanoscopic carbide precipitation. This confirms the

observations with APT which also indicated a different

chemical composition of the carbides for the CHT and DCT

samples, with a higher Cr and Mo content for the CHT car-

bides. Together with theMo shift data, it is postulated that the

CHT carbides are still in a stage with higher Mo content due to

the missing boosted formation of the primordial carbides,

whereas for DCT the carbides can evolve faster, leading to the

formation of more evolved M7C3 and M23C6 carbides with

lower Mo content. In addition, the changes in the chemical

bonding also can explain the difference in the subsequent

chemical composition of the precipitated carbides. It is pro-

posed that due to the faster evolution of carbides and higher

nucleation capabilities with DCT, the M23C6 carbides can form

with lower incorporation of other, less common, alloying el-

ements as defects due to the faster nucleation and evolution

of carbides that suppresses the inhomogeneous alloying of

carbides during their growth.

3.3. Magnetism

Both CHT and DCT samples were tested further in order to

observe their magnetic behavior. With MOKE microscopy, the

separation of the matrix (predominantly blue) from the car-

bides (predominantly white and red) via their magnetic

contrast is achieved (Fig. 7a and b). The micrographs of the

correlative site confirm the arrangement of the carbides

within the matrix disclosed by other methods. The smaller-

sized precipitated carbides are only visible for the CHT sam-

ple, since the DCT M23C6 carbides are smaller than the reso-

lution limit of the microscope, as explained in the section on

microstructure.
peaks: a) Fe3p (53 eV), Cr 3p (42.5 eV), V3p (38 eV) andW4f (34 eV

C1s (284.5 eV); d) O1s (530 eV) and V2p (520.5 eV, 513.5 eV). Th

assessment of peak shift from the initial position of individual
The average size of the martensitic laths and their

morphology appear similar for both CHT and DCT samples.

The major difference between the samples is revealed

through successive application of an increasing external

magnetic field (see SM6) that discloses a faster magnetization

change for the DCT sample over the CHT sample. The

normalized Kerr intensity (Fig. 7c) reveals that the magneti-

zation predominantly switches faster for the DCT throughout

the entire field range, indicating a magnetically softer

behavior of the surface of the DCT sample. This is further

supported by VSM measurements (Fig. 7d) that additionally

confirm the faster magnetization increase for the DCT sample

in the initial part of the hysteresis curve. However, the VSM

data also indicates that the magnetic moment is lower for the

DCT sample compared to its CHT counterpart by 1.33%. The

increased magnetic response of the DCT sample over its CHT

variant is considered to occur due to the lower stress state of

the DCT sample as indicated from the stress measurements.

This is further supported by our previous study [10] in which

the local magnetic response for multiphase high-alloyed

ferrous alloy can be correlated to the residual state of the

material. In relation to themagnetization reductionwith DCT,

it is postulated that the increased volumetric fraction of

precipitated carbides causes a reduction in the overall

magnetization of the ferrous alloy. This is further supported

by comparing the extracted volumetric fraction of the carbide

fractions from previous research [23] that falls within the 1%

uncertainty range of X-ray diffraction (XRD).

Due to the high sensitivity of VSM to modification of phase

fractions andmagnetic properties of phases, very small phase

changes can be detected [51]. However, the data interpretation

is not trivial, when considering that magnetic moment

changes with the different carbide structures as well as with

the de-alloying of the matrix with carbide precipitation. The

carbides, when assuming only precipitation of M23C6 variants,

still hold a significant amount of net magnetic moment,

resulting in a saturation magnetization in the order of

700e900 kA/m [52] about 2e2.5 times less than iron [53].

Fortunately, the carbides are completely separated phases

from the matrix with strong incoherent grain boundaries,

making them behave like isolated voids in correlation to the

matrix material and internal magnetic flux. As a result, the

magnetic flux preferentially flows through the matrix due to

its higher permeability than of the carbides, leading to the

saturation of the matrix with moderate fields without com-

plete saturation of the carbides. With this, the volumetric

fraction of the carbides can be assumed from the difference

between the quasi-saturation magnetization of the matrix

part and the magnetic saturation of pure iron (~1715 kA/m)

[53]. With the measured maximum saturations of 1415 k/Am

and 1395 k/Am we can calculate the volumetric fraction of

carbides to be 17.49% and 18.65% for CHT and DCT, respec-

tively. The values fall in the range of the expected carbide

fraction that was determined from XRD and SEM analysis [23],

validating the proposed assumptions. The slightly higher
and 32 eV); b) Mo3d (228 eV, 231.5 eV) and S2s (226.5 eV); c)

e green dashed lines are provided as guidelines for the

XPS peaks.
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Fig. 7 e MOKE micrographs with enlarged regions of interest for a) CHT and b) DCT sample. c) Diagram of normalized MOKE

signal intensity versus applied external magnetic field extracted from the larger MOKE micrographs of the same sample

area exposed to different magnetic fields. d) magnetization hysteresis of CHT and DCT sample measured with VSM.
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values compared to the XRD and SEM results are associated

with the capabilities of magnetic measurements to be sensi-

tive to even nanoscale formation of precipitates, whereas the

probing capabilities of other techniques have a larger uncer-

tainty in the nanometer scale and when the fractions of

phases are low. As a result, VSM delivers great insight into the

carbide precipitation modification with DCT and indeed con-

firms a higher fraction of carbides compared to the CHT

counterpart. However, since the different types of carbides

cannot be separated, the method only delivers an absolute

difference in the total carbide volumetric fraction. For this

reason, the microscopy studies (such as SEM, TEM and APT)

are still necessary to probe the quantities of different carbide

species. Furthermore, these assumptions for carbides only

holdwhen also the austenite fraction and other non-magnetic

phases are considered and evaluated with other techniques

such as XRD. For the selected ferrous alloy of this study, the

values of these phases are well under 1 vol% [10,32] and can be

disregarded in our case.
4. Conclusions

To summarize, this study demonstrates that DCT not only

alters the microstructure of HAFA, but also it is an effective

technique to change the residual stress and magnetic

response of HAFA. Furthermore, the study also provides

fundamental understanding of DCTs mechanism and the

formation of nanoscale M23C6 carbides using scanning and

transmission electron microscopy (SEM/TEM), atom probe

tomography (APT) and scanning photoelectron microscopy

(SPEM) that stem from nanoscale chemical as well as micro-

structural changes. These techniques allowed ex- and in-situ

observation of the simultaneous formation of different re-

gions of M23C6 carbides and preferential alloying elements

dynamics during DCT and tempering.With such fundamental

insight it is now clear that the nanoscale alloying dynamics

related to carbide nucleation and formation play an essential

role in the changes of the solute atoms binding with the
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matrix thatmodify its chemical andmicrostructural state on a

microscopic to macroscopic scale. As such the DCT-induced

chemical changes have a direct effect on the bulk and sur-

face properties of thematerial andwith this the capabilities of

the material to withstand different environments and condi-

tions. As such we provide the initial stepping stone from a

fundamental and phenomenological point of view for optimal

utilization of DCT for advanced materials properties devel-

opment, where surface characteristics play a decisive role.
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